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Fill the bottom chamber with water up to the small valve located

on the side (this is about 240mls of water).
place 30g of medium-fine ground coffee into the metal filter

basket & very gently pat the coffee grounds level (do not

compress).
Put the metal filter basket into the base & *If applicable* place

filter plate on top of the bed of coffee, then fasten the top

chamber to the bottom.

place your percolator over a heat source & allow the water to

pass through (if you're using gas, do not allow the flame to be

greater than the diameter base). 
Once the all the water has passed through, cut the heat  & serve! 

Stovetop/percolator Brewing Ratio

Recipe Example - Four Zero One

1 : 8 Ratio

Coffee -  30g

Water - 240mls/grams

(Based Off 6 cup)
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This method will make the coffee quite strong in flavour but that will give

you room to add water or milks, so you can get the right balance.

If the coffee takes a long time to brew which will result in a bitter cup. That

means the coffee is compressed too hard or your grind size is too fine.

if your coffee is not rich in flavour & brew time was very fast, this means the

grind is too coarse or there wasn't enough coffee in the filter basket. 

Ratio of 1 : 8 explained - for every gram of coffee it will equal 8 grams of

water.

adjustments to the ratio are required depending on the coffee & the

size/volume of your percolator.

this is a guide for a good starting point, feel free to play around with dosage & time to get the

flavour that suits you!

ratio is based off "four zero one" for other blends & single origins brewing weights/timing may vary.

Troubleshooting

 

 

 

 

 

Eg. if your percolator is a 3 cup divide ratio by 2.

your ratio will still remain the same at 1 : 8

your New total will become - Coffee - 15 grams / Water - 120ml

 

 

 


